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will negatively impact innovation, pricing, security and, ultimately,
the user’s experience. [43, 45, 47, 59, 64, 65, 71, 96]
In this paper, we explore an alternate cellular architecture that
allows a potentially large number of competing cellular providers
to coexist. We start with the observation that, to lower the barrier
to entry, we must ensure that providers of any scale – small to large
– can compete equally within the cellular ecosystem.
We use “scale” to refer to the geographic area that a provider
covers. E.g., a small-scale provider might offer coverage over a
modest geographic area spanning just one or a few cell towers
(e.g., in a campus, mall, city downtown or rural area) while a largescale provider might offer nation-wide coverage (as today’s leading
providers do). By “compete equally”, we mean that a user should
have no reason to discriminate between providers based on the
geographic scope of their infrastructure. Instead, we’d like to enable
a user to consume cellular service from any provider that is available
at that place and time with no concern for whether that provider
offers coverage in other locations. Doing so levels the playing field
for all providers: small or large, new or incumbent.
This ideal scenario described is very different from current practice. Today, a user’s choice of provider is influenced by the provider’s
coverage area (e.g., [74]), in addition to price and other factors. Thus,
the viability and success of a provider depends on its deployment
scale. Building a cellular network is slow and capital intensive;
hence expecting new entrants to roll out a large-scale network
before they can enter the market significantly raises their barrier to
entry. While independent smaller-scale mobile operators do exist,
they are often relegated to a secondary role: they largely serve
niche markets, rely on roaming agreements with nation-scale mobile networks, or only provide private local networks.
As we’ll discuss in §2, the current bias towards large-scale providers
is not just an accident of history; rather, it is deeply ingrained in the
design choices of the current cellular architecture. To reverse this,
we propose a new cellular architecture, CellBricks, that is explicitly
designed to accommodate providers of any scale. To achieve this,
our architecture departs from current cellular designs in two important aspects. First, it removes the traditional requirement that
users have a trusted relationship with the cellular network they
are attached to, and instead enables users to consume (and pay for)
service on-demand from any infrastructure operator. CellBricks
achieves this by moving certain user management functions (e.g.,
accounting, authentication) out of the cellular infrastructure and
refactoring them between the user and an external “broker” service
(§3). Secondly, it moves support for mobility from the network to
the user device so that a user can experience seamless mobility
even if she frequently switches between (potentially smaller-scale)
providers, and so that she can do so without relying on complex
network support and inter-provider roaming agreements.

ABSTRACT
Markets in which competition thrives are good for both consumers
and innovation but, unfortunately, competition is not thriving in
the increasingly important cellular market. We propose CellBricks,
a novel cellular architecture that lowers the barrier to entry for new
operators by enabling users to consume access on-demand from any
available cellular operator — small or large, trusted or untrusted.
CellBricks achieves this by moving support for mobility and user
management (authentication and billing) out of the network and
into end hosts. These changes, we believe, bring valuable benefits
beyond enabling competition: they lead to a cellular infrastructure
that is simpler and more efficient.
We design, build, and evaluate CellBricks, showing that its benefits come at little-to-no cost in performance, with application
performance overhead between −1.6% to 3.1% of that achieved by
current cellular infrastructure.
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INTRODUCTION

Cellular networks play an increasingly important role in the Internet ecosystem: they serve over 5B subscribers, source over 50% of
web traffic, and are expected to see dramatic growth due to new
applications enabled by 5G, IoT, and edge computing [21, 26]. Given
their central role, it is vital that the cellular market be open to innovation and competition. Unfortunately, this is not the case today as
the cellular market is dominated by a small number of providers;
e.g., 3 carriers account for over 98% of US subscribers [87] and there
is mounting concern that the monopolistic nature of this market
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Although CellBricks was originally motivated by the goal of
enabling competition, we find that our design offers two additional
benefits: simplification and efficient capacity scaling. By removing
in-network support for user management and mobility, the cellular
core in CellBricks is significantly simpler than in the current (notoriously complex) cellular architecture (§3). By allowing users to
connect to any cellular network, CellBricks allows more efficient
use of spectrum and infrastructure. This benefit is particularly valuable as 5G requires much denser deployments of base stations than
previous generations, which amplifies existing coverage issues.
In summary, the benefits of CellBricks are threefold: (i) lowering the barrier to entry for new providers, (ii) simplifying cellular
core infrastructure, and (iii) enabling more efficient use of cellular
spectrum and infrastructure.
We design and implement CellBricks as an extension to opensource cellular platforms (Magma [38], srsLTE [48]). We evaluate
CellBricks via a combination of experiments on a small-scale testbed
and emulation over existing cellular and wide-area networks. We
demonstrate that CellBricks is compatible with existing radios,
introduces negligible overhead (between -1.61-3.06%) on application
performance, and scales to a large number of users under different
radio conditions.
In this paper, we focus on the technical feasibility of a cellular architecture that is more open to new entrants. We recognize that our
proposal also gives rise to questions around incentives, spectrum,
etc. We discuss these briefly in §3 but leave an in-depth exploration
of such issues to future work.
Roadmap. In §2, we elaborate on why the current cellular architecture fails to accommodate small/mid-scale providers. We present
the overall approach, design, implementation, and evaluation of
CellBricks in §3, §4, §5, and §6 respectively. We discuss related work
and conclude in §7.
Ethics Statement: This work does not raise any ethical issues.

The cellular core includes: (i) Control plane functions that implement standardized signaling protocols for communication with
UEs, (ii) User plane functions that implement packet forwarding,
including classification and prioritization to enforce QoS levels,
counters for accounting, etc., and (iii) Management plane functions
that maintain subscriber information and perform authentication
and policies.
When a user connects to a mobile network it first goes through
an “attachment” process which involves using standardized signalling protocols to communicate with the cellular core’s control
plane. This signalling triggers a series of management functions
within the core including (i) authenticating the device, (ii) looking
up its subscription plan, (iii) configuring the appropriate user plane
functions based on this subscription plan (e.g., configuring rate
limits, packet classification rules and priorities), and (iv) creating
one or more logical tunnels between the UE and the core to handle traffic. Once this attachment process is complete, the mobile
network (radio and core) can process the user’s traffic.
This attachment process is not repeated when a user moves from
one cell tower to another within the same provider. Instead, the
relevant components in the RAN and cellular core will coordinate
to ensure that the communication state for that UE – e.g., its tunnel
state, QoS rules – are correctly applied to traffic arriving to/from
the UE’s new tower. This “handover process” is implemented by
migrating the tunnels that carry the UE’s traffic such that traffic
continues to flow through the same elements in the cellular core,
including the IP gateway connecting the core to the Internet.
Participants. Traditionally, the two main participants in a cellular
network are the user with her UE and the Mobile Network Operator
(MNO). The MNO owns and operates cellular infrastructure and also
provides user support services such as sales, billing, customer care,
marketing, etc. The user typically enters into a contractual agreement with one MNO which serves as her default or “home” provider.
To provide broad coverage, an MNO may enter into contractual
agreements with other MNOs and when a UE “roams” outside the
coverage area of its home network, it can consume service from
one of these other MNOs, with the roaming UE’s traffic typically
routed back through its home network.
Mobile Virtual Network Operators (MVNOs) are service providers
that do not own RAN infrastructure, but instead provide user-facing
services (sales, billing, etc.) while relying on business agreements
with some number of MNOs to provide use of their RAN. Two
well-known MVNOs in the US are Google Fi [49] (which uses the
T-Mobile and US Cellular networks) and Cricket [101] (which uses
the network of its owner, AT&T). In this scenario, the user contracts
with an MVNO, and the MVNO in turn contracts with MNOs.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
2.1 The Current Cellular Architecture
Today’s cellular networks comprise two main operational components: the Radio Access Networks (RAN) and the cellular "core"
(called EPC in LTE, or 5GC in 5G). The RAN includes cell towers
(called eNodeBs) that communicate over a radio interface with user
equipment (UE). The RAN forwards traffic from UEs to the core
which then forwards the traffic onward to the Internet.
The RAN defines how data is encoded and transmitted over the
air between the cellular tower and a user device. Our architecture
does not modify the RAN and hence we do not discuss it further.
The cellular core implements a range of functions related to user
authentication, mobility management, traffic classification and prioritization, usage accounting, and so forth. These functions are
implemented as hardware or software appliances that may be deployed in a provider’s Central Office, an edge data center, or (more
recently) the cloud [69]. Importantly, the core serves as the mobility anchor for UEs: a UE’s IP address, for example, is assigned by
the core when the UE connects to the network, and this address
remains the same as a UE moves between different towers. We do
modify the cellular core in CellBricks and hence elaborate on it
briefly (see [10] for details).

2.2

Limits of Today’s Cellular Architecture

We argue that the above cellular architecture is fundamentally at
odds with empowering smaller scale providers. There are two key
reasons for this which we elaborate on below.
(1) Scaling coverage requires pre-established agreements. A
user 𝑈 can only obtain service from an MNO 𝑀 with which it has
a pre-established contractual agreement. This agreement may be
direct (i.e., between 𝑈 and 𝑀) or indirect (i.e., 𝑈 has an agreement
with 𝑁 and 𝑁 has an agreement with 𝑀 that authorizes 𝑀 to serve
𝑈 ). These agreements are how an MNO provides service to its
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users outside its own footprint, and how MVNOs establish their
coverage. Similar to peering in wide-area routing, these agreements
establish trust between two entities based on which they cooperate
in authenticating and billing users; e.g., via inter-provider roaming
protocols. Unfortunately, this approach scales poorly when we have
many smaller providers because these inter-provider agreements
are manually established and carry high transaction costs.
Today, the overhead of establishing such agreements is acceptable because each MNO has a large deployment and hence one
only needs a small number of agreements to ensure broad coverage
– e.g., Google partners with two MNOs for its Fi service. But in
an environment with many smaller-scale providers, the number
of agreements required to ensure broad coverage would quickly
become untenable. 1
(2) Seamless mobility requires coordination between cell towers. A handover is the process of migrating a UE from one tower
to another within one provider’s network. Today, this involves cooperation between the towers and cellular core to ensure that a UE
maintains its IP address and its active sessions are not disrupted. In
current networks, because an MNO has a large deployment, handovers are the norm while crossing provider boundaries is rare and
hence users mostly enjoy “seamless” mobility.
However, ensuring seamless mobility in a network of many
smaller-scale providers is more challenging: in this case, switching towers will more frequently imply switching providers and
preserving a UE’s IP address when it crosses provider boundaries
would be incredibly complex. Hence, simply carrying over today’s
cellular design to our context would lead to frequent IP address
changes, thereby disrupting TCP connections and degrading the
user experience.
In summary, the essential properties of a cellular network –
seamless mobility and broad coverage – are difficult to achieve if
we simply apply today’s design to an infrastructure made up of
many providers of any scale. This motivates us to revisit existing
designs to eliminate the above problems.

3

bTelcos. Thus, bTelcos have no pre-established agreements with
users or brokers, and unlike MVNOs, brokers can provide service to
their users over any available bTelco infrastructure. To our knowledge, CellBricks is the first architecture that allows both users and
brokers to dynamically leverage untrusted access providers.
At a high level, we envisage that operation in such a network
proceeds as follows.
(1) On-demand authentication and authorization. A UE (denoted U) may request service from a bTelco (T1) when it comes
within range of T1. The request identifies the user’s broker (B) and
T1 forwards the request to B together with parameters describing
the terms of service (e.g., QoS and billing options) that T1 can provide. B authenticates both U and T1 (using a protocol outlined in
§4.1). If B decides to authorize the request, it informs T1 of this and
T1 can start providing cellular access to U. As part of this process,
B and T1 might also negotiate additional features such as the need
for lawful intercept (as defined in [4, 8, 36]).
(2) Billing. Periodically, U and T1 independently send verifiable
and tamper-proof usage reports to B. These reports might summarize both the bandwidth used and connection quality that U
received. At some later time, T1 bills B based on the usage reports.
Compensation is realized in the same manner as other online financial transactions, building on standard techniques for online
authentication and payments. Note that we mediate the process of
payments but do not dictate the actual pricing scheme which is left
open to innovation.
(3) Mobility. Later, U may come in the range of bTelco T2 and may
wish to switch from T1 to T2. To do so, U simply repeats the same
authentication and authorization steps with T2 as it did with T1 and
then switches to T2. As a result of the switch, U’s IP address may
change. To handle this situation without requiring coordination
between bTelcos, we employ a host-based mobility procedure (§4.2)
that does not disrupt users’ application-level sessions.
Realizing CellBricks raises many technical challenges, which we
discuss shortly. However, if feasible, we believe that CellBricks
offers the following benefits:
(i) No “scale bias”: a bTelco can generate revenue by providing
service to users within its radio range, irrespective of the scale of
its deployment.
(ii) Few pre-established contractual agreements: a bTelco can
begin providing service without requiring contractual agreements
with users, other bTelcos, or brokers. In our example, neither U nor
B have a pre-established relationship with T1. Instead, B and T1 authenticate each other on-demand and (as we’ll describe) do so using
standard public key cryptography techniques. As we explain later,
a bTelco only needs a certified public key and an ability to settle
payments; these requirements are standard for online merchants.
(iii) Simplification: CellBricks is a simpler cellular infrastructure to implement and operate. All mobility in CellBricks is hostdriven, with bTelcos implementing no particular in-network support for mobility. CellBricks makes no distinction between switching between towers (handovers) or providers (roaming). This eliminates the need for coordination between bTelcos, and even among
towers within the same bTelco, while users move about. Further,
user authentication is managed by brokers using standard, widelydeployed public key cryptographic techniques. Figure 1 summarizes

OVERVIEW

We propose a new cellular architecture called CellBricks that starts
with the MVNO architecture but systematically alters it to avoid
the problems discussed in §2.2. CellBricks involves three entities: (i)
users and their associated UEs, (ii) brokers, and (iii) cellular access
providers of any scale, which we refer to as brick-Telcos (bTelcos).2
Similar to MNOs, bTelcos own and operate cellular infrastructure
(towers, core appliances, etc). Brokers act as intermediaries between
users and bTelcos: a user enters into a contractual agreement with
a broker and the broker is responsible for representing the user
to bTelcos. From a user’s perspective, she subscribes to cellular
services from her broker and need not be aware of the specific
bTelco her device is attached to, which will vary over time.
Up to this point, our architecture might appear identical to that of
MVNO services. The key point of departure is that our architecture
does not require a pre-established agreement between brokers and
1 With

≥300,000 cell towers in the US [30], if all MNOs deployed 100 towers complete
coverage would require 3,000 contracts per MNO vs. the few today. This is clearly
impractical or at least, raises the barrier to entry.
2 Brokers are similar to current MVNOs and bTelcos to MNOs. However, we introduce
some fundamental differences in their role and functions and hence introduce new
terminology to avoid confusion.
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Service (CBRS) [13] provides 150MHz of spectrum in the 3.5GHz
band on a dynamically shared basis, allowing wireless operators
to deploy networks without costly exclusive spectrum licenses;
many commercial deployments of CBRS-based LTE and 5G mobile
networks are already underway [50]. Other countries have adopted
regulatory constructs that allow new entrants to operate in licensed,
but unused, cellular spectrum [12, 29].
It is also feasible that new providers can simply license spectrum
from incumbent providers, where this is mutually beneficial [11];
e.g., where the incumbent has no existing or planned infrastructure.
Hence existing providers can use new entrants in a franchise-like
model, leasing the right to operate in the incumbent’s spectrum
in certain areas. Our proposal provides a technical foundation for
businesses to take advantage of these innovative licensing schemes,
while remaining compatible with existing licensing frameworks.
2) What are the incentives for the various stakeholders? For
new bTelcos, building and operating a cellular network represents an
opportunity to participate in a profitable and growing market [18].
CellBricks merely makes this opportunity more accessible to new
entrants. Further, because bTelcos are inherently multi-tenant (that
is, a single bTelco cell site can support multiple brokers), bTelcos
can serve more customers with the same infrastructure, enabling
financially profitable operation in a wider range of contexts.
Brokers in CellBricks are equivalent to today’s MVNOs or the
consumer-facing side of an MNOs, and share similar incentives: the
business opportunity of participating in a growing market and the
broader benefits of improved user access [38, 76, 90]. As long as
demand for cellular service exists, mobile operators will compete to
meet that demand. CellBricks simply removes architectural barriers
that currently limit this competition. Further, unlike MVNOs today
who are at the mercy of their underlying MNOs, CellBricks brokers
could easily switch between bTelcos, if necessary, to seek favorable
commercial terms.
What about incumbent providers? While it might appear that
they have little incentive to embrace our architecture, we speculate
that this may not be universally true. Building and operating a radio
network is the most capital intensive portion of a mobile network’s
operation which is exacerbated by 5G’s need for dense deployments [19]. With our architecture, existing MNOs can leverage
bTelco infrastructure without massive financial investments while
still benefiting from their ownership of spectrum (akin to a franchise
model). MNOs today already embrace sharing passive infrastructure (e.g., towers) to solve densification and rural expansion [9];
our architecture simply allows them to do so more extensively. Despite these potential benefits, it is still quite likely that incumbent
providers would find CellBricks more of a threat to their dominant positions than an opportunity for more efficient infrastructure.
Fortunately, CellBricks can be incrementally deployed with no
change to, or cooperation from, legacy operators. Specifically, a
CellBricks broker could have contractual agreements with some
(legacy) MNOs while also leveraging new CellBricks-compatible
bTelcos. In this incremental deployment model, MNOs continue
to run their legacy protocols and UEs run both legacy and SAP
authentication protocols in a dual-stack mode.
Finally, users benefit from bTelcos in the short term through
improved coverage and reap the benefits of a more competitive
market in the long term.

Figure 1: The network here refers to both RAN and cellular core
infrastructure. The Cloud contains those portions of the cellular
service typically run in a datacenter (e.g., subscriber database). The
MVNO arch. requires in-network support for management because
they still rely on usage accounting and authorization implemented
in the core.

the “division of labor” in each architecture. From an operational
perspective, by not requiring a pre-defined trust relationship between brokers and bTelcos, CellBricks removes costly integration
and testing procedures commonly required today for establishing
roaming and network sharing arrangements among operators.
(iv) Infrastructure efficiency: Rising demands on existing cellular infrastructure are driving network densification, with nascent 5G
networks requiring larger numbers of smaller cell sites to deliver
their promised network capacity. Deploying dedicated radio infrastructure for each provider is capital-intensive and inefficient. In
contrast, CellBricks facilitates low-friction infrastructure sharing,
allowing any number of brokers to take advantage of a bTelco’s deployment. More generally, CellBricks gives greater power of choice
to users, brokers, and bTelcos: users and brokers can use any bTelco
while bTelcos can simultaneously serve multiple brokers. Moreover,
this choice can be exerted in a fine-grained manner allowing for
a range of policies (e.g., selecting bTelcos based on their historical
performance).
(v) Seamless integration of private networks: A growing number of private cellular networks serve specific populations or usecases – e.g., enterprise campus or industrial IoT contexts [15, 35] –
and there is interest in integrating these private networks with public cellular networks in a controlled manner [52, 94]. E.g., allowing
an employee to seamlessly transition from her MNO to the enterprise’s private network. This is not easily achieved with today’s
cellular architecture but is naturally accommodated in CellBricks.

3.1

Discussion

Although our primary goal is to evaluate the technical feasibility of
CellBricks, we briefly address a few questions regarding adoption
that a reader may have at this point. That said, there are many open
questions regarding the market structure and business incentives
surrounding CellBricks that are beyond the scope of this paper.
1) What about spectrum? CellBricks requires no changes to the
Radio Access Network (RAN) and bTelcos can use any spectrum
available to them. Trends in the spectrum regulatory environment
are favorable to new entrants, providing them several options for
obtaining spectrum. E.g., in the US, the Citizen’s Broadband Radio
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3) Won’t brokers be the new monopoly? We believe this is unlikely to be a concern. First, the barrier to entry for starting a broker
is low, requiring no investments in cellular infrastructure or longterm agreements with bTelcos. Instead, the main requirement for a
successful broker is the ability to attract users and provide customer
support. Many players meet this requirement: content providers,
online retailers (e.g., Amazon), traditional retailers (e.g., Costco),
credit institutions (e.g., Visa), and non-profit entities such as governments. Second, the broker market is likely to remain competitive
because it is easy for users to switch brokers or even sign up with
multiple brokers.

4

SAP: UE Procedures
Invoked by the UE upon attaching to a new bTelco.
Arguments:
identiﬁer of entity x

authVec

authentication vector

authReqU

auth. request UE sends to bTelco

authRespU

auth. response received from bTelco

pkB

broker's public key

skU

UE's secret key

authReq
authResp
idue → id

n

random nonce generated at UE

authReq

Procedures:

DESIGN OF CELLBRICKS

1.
Set authVec = (idU, idB, idT, n)
2.
Encrypt authVec with pkB → authVec*
3.
Sign authVec* with skU → sigauthvec
4.
Send authReqU = (sigauthvec, authVec*, idB) to bTelco
Upon receiving authRespU:
5.
Verify sigauthrespU with pkB; do 6. if succeed

To realize CellBricks we must address three questions: (i) How do we
ensure secure attachments in the absence of mutual trust between
bTelcos and users/brokers?, (ii) How do we minimize disruption to
users’ connections when switching between bTelcos? and (iii) How
do we ensure secure billing and QoS enforcement in the absence of
mutual trust between bTelcos and users/brokers? Next, we describe
our solution for each of these. For ease of exposition, we use U to
represent the UE, B the broker, and T the bTelco.

4.1

idx

6.

Decrypt authRespU with skU; use ss, deﬁned in
broker procedures, to conﬁgure NAS security context

Figure 2: A summary of the steps run at the UE, as part of the secure
attachment protocol.

Secure Attachments

The foremost challenge is secure attachments, i.e., to ensure secure
authentication and authorization in the absence of mutual trust
between bTelcos and users/brokers.
Design Rationale. We begin by noting that the process by which
a UE attaches to a cellular network can be decomposed into three
steps [37]. The first is to establish radio-layer connectivity with the
tower, for which we simply reuse existing techniques. The second is
authentication which, today, means mutual authentication between
a UE and MNO, and is implemented using a shared secret key that
is pre-established between the UE (via its SIM card) and the home
MNO [22]. The last step to set up the parameters of the service (e.g.,
QoS settings). For CellBricks, we must revisit the last two steps as
we cannot build on the assumption of a trusted relationship between
the UE(U)/broker(B) and the bTelco (T). Instead, our requirements
for CellBricks are: (i) mutual authentication between U and its B,
(ii) mutual authentication between T and B,3 and (iii) authorization,
by which we mean that T must obtain irrefutable proof that B
authorized it to service this U; this is required as T need not trust B.
We propose an approach that moves away from shared secrets
and instead relies on public-private key cryptography, as is common in online services today, to achieve these goals. We assume
all entities – Us, Bs, and Ts – have an associated public key and
that B and T keys are signed by a Certificate Authority (CA). Under
these assumptions, we design a secure attachment protocol (SAP)
that achieves our security goals using standard public-key authentication techniques. Our SAP protocol is efficient, requiring only a
single round-trip from the U to T to B, and back, compared to two
round-trips between U and MNO in the current architecture.
SAP protocol. Briefly, the SAP protocol is invoked when U moves
to a different T and involves the following procedures and message
exchanges (detailed procedures can be found in the code blocks in
Fig.2 and Fig.3):

(1) Message from U to T: U crafts a message requesting service from
T. The message contains an authentication vector, which includes
the identifiers of the T, B, and U itself; plus a nonce. An identifier
could be the digest of the owner’s public key; or the IMSI [31] (if U),
IP address, or domain names (if B and T). The nonce is generated
as a random string at U and serves to protect against replay attacks.
U encrypts this message with B’s public key, signs it, and sends it
to T. Because T never observes a cleartext identifier for U, it cannot
act as an “IMSI catcher” [89].
(2) Message from T to B: T augments the request received from U
with the service parameters related to QoS (described later). T signs
the augmented request, and forwards it to B.
(3) Message from B to T: When B receives a request, it authenticates
both U and T and decides whether to approve the request based on U
and T’s profiles. If approved, B returns a message that contains two
signed and encrypted (sub-)responses: (i) 𝑎𝑢𝑡ℎ𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑇 that includes
identifiers of U and T, a shared secret 𝑠𝑠, and QoS parameters (the
last two are described next); (ii) 𝑎𝑢𝑡ℎ𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑈 that includes identifiers
of U and T, 𝑠𝑠, and the U-generated nonce. On receiving B’s message,
T authenticates B by validating B’s signature in 𝑎𝑢𝑡ℎ𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑇 ; this
response serves as the authorization for T to serve U. Then, T replies
to U with 𝑎𝑢𝑡ℎ𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑈 .
(4) Message from T to U: On receiving 𝑎𝑢𝑡ℎ𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑈 , U authenticates
B by validating B’s signature in 𝑎𝑢𝑡ℎ𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑈 ; this response helps U
confirm that its access to T is now authorized.
As a summary, U is responsible for identifying itself to T and B;
T forwards authentication messages between U and B, and B authenticates and authorizes both U and T. Finally, both U and T will
use 𝑠𝑠 in the responses to set up their security contexts following
the existing security procedures. Note that SAP’s security context
is identical to that used in EPS which includes keys for protecting
AS and NAS messages, as well as NAS counters and identifiers.
One could refer to [67] for details. Briefly, the shared secret 𝑠𝑠 is
used as the master key (also known as KASME [103]) in the security

3 Since

the U trusts B, it is sufficient that the broker authenticates the T and we do not
need additional direct authentication between the U and T.
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parameter values (qosInfo). Doing so requires a standardized approach to expressing these parameters, e.g., for QoS, we propose to
adopt the existing 3GPP definitions of QoS parameters [5]. We will
describe how a broker ensures that bTelcos correctly enforce the
QoS in §4.3.
SAP is designed such that U only requires a small set of static
parameters for attachment; specifically, U’s key pairs and B’s public
key. This state can be embedded in the U’s SIM card, in exactly
the same way that the shared secret used for authentication today
is embedded and distributed to users. Note that U’s public keys
are used only for interactions with B, who issues U’s key pair in
the first place, hence no certificates are needed for U’s public keys.
Moreover, B can revoke U’s public key by simply invalidating the
key in its database. For T and B, we assume their public keys and
corresponding certificates are distributed and maintained using
standard PKI techniques, akin to existing Internet services.
Lastly, in an effort to understand what security properties SAP
can offer and what it cannot, we discuss the security of SAP in the
context of several common attacks in our technical report [24].

→

4.2

→
→
→

Seamless Mobility

Since CellBricks enables a potentially large number of smaller-scale
bTelcos, switching between towers often implies switching bTelcos:
How do we minimize the disruption to the user’s connections in
the face of these frequent switches?
Design rationale. In today’s networks, most mobility events involve handovers in which a user switches from one tower to another
within the same provider’s network and support for such handovers
is embedded in the network; i.e., towers coordinate using signaling
protocols to ensure that a user’s traffic is routed through a consistent gateway in the cellular core. This ensures that the device
retains its IP address as it moves between towers and hence that its
active TCP connections are not disrupted.
This network-driven coordination is difficult to implement in
CellBricks as it requires cooperation and interoperability between
bTelcos, adding both operational and technical complexity which
in turn raises the barriers to entry for a new bTelco. Instead, we
propose a host-driven approach that essentially eliminates the concept of a handover: a user simply detaches from one cell tower and
independently attaches to a new tower (run by the same or different
bTelco) via the SAP protocol. This approach is simple as it requires
no network support or coordination between towers.4 Similar to
today’s network-driven UE-assisted handover, where UEs conduct
performance measurements to help the network make handover
decisions, our UE-driven handover can benefit from network assistance too. For instance, UE-driven handover can perform smarter
cell selection based on the list of neighbor cells learned from the
network. We believe such UE-driven, network-assisted handover
is feasible and promising as demonstrated in today’s Wi-Fi roaming [14, 84, 91] and Wi-Fi-cellular handover [70, 92, 104].
Handling IP changes. As a result of our host-driven approach to
mobility, U’s IP address may change as it switches towers which
raises an important question: how do we avoid disrupting U’s connections? We observe that the reason the current handover process

→

Figure 3: A summary of the SAP procedures that run at the bTelcos
(top) and the brokers (bottom).

mode control (SMC) [7] procedures to derive keys for ciphering
and integrity protection of their AS and NAS messages [6], which
we reuse otherwise unmodified from today’s standard. After the
security context is established, we reuse unmodified session establishment procedures to provide U with access to public networks,
during which T assigns an IP address to U.
In addition, SAP is also used to communicate various service parameters such as e.g., QoS settings and whether lawful interception
is to be invoked [4, 5]. While today’s network implements both
the policy and mechanism for these features, CellBricks decouples
these, with policy decisions made by B and communicated to T
which implements them. This is done by augmenting the authentication protocol to include QoS parameters (i.e., qosCap and qosInfo
in Fig.3, we omit the other possible policy parameters for brevity)
and other service parameters, and the set of parameters can also be
dynamically updated. Specifically, we have T inform B what QoS
options (qosCap) it can enforce and that B can then send specific

4 While

we do not preclude coordination across towers in a single provider, we’re
intrigued by the possibility of removing this complexity from the network entirely
and hence evaluate this extreme design point in §6.
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Figure 4: An overview of the attachment, mobility, and billing/QoS process in CellBricks depicting the key events and message exchanges
happen during the SAP, MPTCP, and billing protocol over time. Note that authReqU/T and authRespU/T are defined in Fig.2 and Fig.3.

must retain U’s IP address is to avoid breaking U’s open transportlayer (typically TCP) connections. But is Layer 3 (L3) the right
network layer at which to address this problem? For CellBricks, we
argue not. A host’s IP address today reflects its location in the Internet’s routing topology and the administrative domain to which
it belongs; we want to preserve this property. Instead, we want
higher layers – specifically, the transport layer – to be capable of
adapting to changes in the endpoint’s IP address.
Fortunately, new transport protocols such as MPTCP [102] and
QUIC [60] already provide such support, though motivated by different use-cases than ours.5 These protocols have explicit connection identifiers within their L4 header and use IP addresses only
for packet delivery. This separation allows the use of multiple underlying IP addresses for the same connection. Simply adopting
these protocols, which are already standardized and widely deployed [42, 57], solves our problem with no additional change and
no network support.
For instance, MPTCP introduces the notion of a subflow – a
flow of TCP segments operating over an individual path. A single
MPTCP connection can operate with multiple subflows that can be
dynamically added and removed over the lifetime of the connection [102]. Fig.4 illustrates how a MPTCP connection with a single
active subflow reacts to IP changes in the context of bTelco detachment and attachment. In brief: (i) At the end of the detachment
procedure, the baseband processor at U deletes the radio bearer
(used at bTelco A) and informs the OS kernel that the IP address
of the UE’s network interface is no longer valid (as a result, the
interface’s IP is typically set to 0.0.0.0); then (ii) the MPTCP stack
at the UE is notified about the address invalidation and will watch
for a new address until reaching a predefined timeout (default to
60s) while the existing subflow (𝐼𝑃1−𝑆 ) stays inactive. If the timeout
is reached, the MPTCP connection will be torn down. (iii) Once
the UE securely attaches to the bTelco B, a new “bearer” (a tunnel
connecting the UE to a gateway to the Internet), is created using
the UE’s new IP address. Once the network interface regains a new
address, the UE’s MPTCP stack uses its new source IP and initiates
a three-way handshake to create a new subflow (𝐼𝑃2−𝑆 ); the UE also

informs the server side of the connection to remove the previous
subflow (𝐼𝑃 1−𝑆 ) via the REMOVE_ADDR option. Once 𝐼𝑃 2−𝑆 is
established, the UE and server can resume exchanging packets over
the MPTCP connection.
We believe this host-based approach is the right long-term solution: architecturally, it respects Internet design principles and
layering, can be deployed with no support from the network, is
supported by major operating systems (e.g., Windows, Linux, X,
Android, iOS) and is seeing growing deployment [20, 98] including
for multi-access in 5G [34]. There are solutions besides MPTCP
and QUIC – e.g., HIP [66] and SCTP [88] – that can also handle IP
changes. We leave an exploration of these options to future work.
Finally, although host-driven mobility is our preferred approach,
it requires support at both endpoints. To support incremental deployment while these protocols are ubiquitously deployed, our
strategy (used in our prototype) is simply to fallback to TCP when
MPTCP is unavailable and rely on the application and/or L7 protocols (e.g., SIP re-invite [83]; HTTP range headers [40]) to efficiently
restart failed connections.

4.3

Verifiable Billing and QoS

The last piece of the puzzle is: how do we ensure secure and verifiable billing and QoS enforcement in the absence of mutual trust
among the UE, broker, and bTelco?
Design rationale. We focus on ensuring accurate accounting, by
which we mean the ability to obtain an accurate record of the network resources a UE consumed at a bTelco. Such accounting is the
foundation on which billing between the various parties – T-to-B,
and B-to-U – can be implemented and we leave the question of
pricing open to innovation. This approach matches today’s architecture where accounting within the cellular core supports a range
of service plans; e.g., based on flat-rate pricing, usage caps, etc.
In current networks, accounting is based on measuring traffic
statistics in the “packet gateway” of the cellular core (PGW in 4G,
UPF in 5G). Even though operators could miscount or over-bill,
users generally trust their results because of their reputations as
large carriers and their contractual agreements. With untrusted
bTelcos, we instead need an accounting protocol that is tamperresistant and verifiable.

5 MPTCP’s

original goal was to improve the performance of a single connection by
leveraging the multiple paths between a source and destination.
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elaborate on design considerations for this reputation system in
what follows.
Reputation System We focus on addressing the use of a reputation system to enforce correct resource accounting.6 To do so, B
maintains: (i) a per-bTelco aggregate reputation score and (ii) a list of
its own users that are suspected to have tampered with their device.
We expect the latter to be a small number, because implementations
at the UE side are embedded into baseband firmware and hard to
tamper afterwards, which allows the broker to carefully review the
firmware implementation and ensure its correctness. Likewise, T
maintains an aggregate reputation score per broker.
Reputation scores can be derived from the UE’s and the bTelco’s
traffic reports in a manner that is left open to innovation. Here
we present one design based on simple heuristics but imagine that
in practice brokers can implement more sophisticated strategies.
Fig.5 describes this design where B compares the discrepancy of
reported DL usage against a threshold value that is calculated based
on the UE’s reported DL loss rate and a fixed tolerance ratio 𝜖. (e.g.,
derived from the acceptable link loss rate). When the discrepancy
is greater than the threshold, B considers this as an anomaly and
records this incident (a “mismatch”). B then derives the reputation
score based on the number of mismatches, weighted by the degree
of mismatch. We leave an exploration of exactly how to do this
weighting to future work. Note that for T, it discovers discrepancies
with U’s reports either indirectly from the broker’s final settlement
or directly by requesting U to also send it a copy of the traffic report.
Given the reputation scores, B can decide whether to authorize
an attachment according to the reputation score of the bTelco as
well as whether the user is on the suspect list. Likewise, T can
decide not to service any users belonging to a broker with a poor
aggregate score. The exact policy that each broker and bTelco will
adopt is open to innovation.
In terms of security properties, CellBricks’s reputation system is
generally vulnerable to the same failure modes as any reputation
based systems, and at the same time benefits from existing countermeasures. Interested readers could refer to our technical report
for more discussion on this issue [24].
Our final requirement is to ensure that the traffic report from
the UE cannot be tampered with by the user (since the user may
have an incentive to undercount, just as the bTelco has an incentive
to overcount). A tamper-resistant accounting protocol at the UE
has two components: a secure measurement function that accurately records a user’s traffic statistics, and a protocol that safely
communicates these statistics from the UE to the broker.
We propose to embed the measurement function in the UE’s baseband, which today implements all cellular functions and is assumed
to be tamper-resilient [61].7 To ensure these measurements cannot
be tampered with once extracted from the baseband, we propose to
sign and encrypt the measurement report on the baseband.
The above changes can be implemented as just a firmware upgrade to the existing UE baseband and introduces little overhead
because: (i) usage and QoS metrics are already available in today’s

✕

Figure 5: A summary of the steps run at the broker to enable verifiable billing and QoS.

We assume that bTelcos are not malicious in the sense of wanting
to disrupt a user’s service but that they could be motivated to lie
about resource consumption if it increases their revenue and if
they believe they can lie without being detected. This latter seems
reasonable given the capital costs of setting up a cellular tower:
to see a profit, a bTelco will need to remain operational for some
period of time but if it is suspected of cheating then a broker might
simply choose not to use the bTelco. The same may be said of UEs
and their Brokers. We call this a “dishonest but not malicious” threat
model. These assumptions are analogous to many customers and
retail businesses - large and small - in the real world.
Verifiable billing and QoS. At a high level, our approach is to
have T and U independently measure the traffic volume and QoS
for U’s session. Then, we have them periodically send encrypted
and signed traffic reports that contain those measurements to U’s
broker B. A traffic report includes the following information: (i)
Session identifier which uniquely identifies a session between U and
T; (ii) Relative timestamp within the session, which is used for B to
align U’s and T’s reports; (iii) Usage metrics that accounts for traffic
volume consumed at the uplink (UL) and downlink (DL) in bytes;
(iv) Duration for phone call and events such as SMS messages; (v)
QoS metrics, as defined by the 3GPP standard, including the average
bit rates, packet loss, and packet delay etc., reported separately for
both the DL and UL [1].
The challenge is that T’s traffic reports are untrusted, and T
might have an incentive to inflate the usage values. Therefore, U
will independently measure its own traffic statistics and periodically
sends a traffic report 𝑅𝑢 to B. Since U may have an incentive to
deflate the usage values, we ensure that 𝑅𝑢 cannot be tampered
with by U and hence B can trust 𝑅𝑢 . We discuss this further below.
This simple approach sets up the right incentive structure: dishonest reporting by either Us or Ts will manifest as a discrepancy
between their reports and, while small discrepancies are expected
and tolerated, a large or persistent discrepancy will be viewed as
anomalous. We assume B and T store a history of report summaries
and anomalies and hence, over time, build up a reputation system
based on which either party can decline to cooperate - U/B can
switch to using a different T, while T can decline to serve U/B. We

6 We

believe that one could extend the reputation system to enforce QoS but leave a
design of this to future work.
tools [62, 79] can read (but not write) the modem’s internal state, and some
attacks can steal security credentials and sensitive information [55, 105]. However,
none of these can overwrite modem statistics.

7 Some
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Figure 6: An overview of our testbed. AGW: access gateway; SDB:
SubscriberDB.
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extensions to Magma includes 2,493 LoC in the AGW (in C) and
263 LoC in Orc8r (in Python); we add 940 LoC (in C) to the srsUE.

6

PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION

We prototype CellBricks using existing open-source cellular platforms, given changing baseband firmware requires certificates from
baseband and/or device manufacturers. As described in Fig.6, the
prototype includes four components: UE(s), the base station (eNodeB), the cellular core, and our broker implementation (brokerd).
Our testbed has two x86 machines: one acts as UE and the other as
bTelco (eNodeB + EPC). We connect each machine to an SDR device
(USRP B205-mini [95]) which provides radio connectivity between
the two machines. On each machine, we run an open-source LTE
suite (srsLTE [48]) with the UE machine runs the srsUE stack and
the eNodeB machine runs the srsENB stack. We extend srsUE with
the UE-side changes mentioned in §4. We install an MPTCP-enabled
Linux kernel (v4.19) on the machines and run apps in docker containers. The containers use the network stack of the host machine,
allowing applications to run unmodified because MPTCP is largely
backward compatible with the existing socket API.
For the cellular core and broker, we build on Facebook’s Magma [38]8 ,
an open-source software platform that serves as an extensible mobile core network solution. The two main components we extend are
the access gateway (AGW) and the orchestrator (Orc8r). The AGW
implements the core network (EPC), and the Orc8r implements a
cloud service that configures and monitors the AGWs. We extend
AGW to support our secure attachment protocol: we define new
NAS messages [6] and handlers and implement these as extensions
to Magma’s AGW and srsUE. Finally, we implement the broker service (called brokerd) as part of Magma’s Orc8r component deployed
on AWS. Brokerd maintains a database of subscriber profiles (called
SubscriberDB) and implements the secure attachment protocol, processing authentication requests from bTelcos. Our prototype does
not include the reputation system. We defer its implementation and
evaluation to larger-scale CellBricks deployment in future.
In summary, we introduce two new protocols to the existing
3GPP standard (the SAP and our accounting protocol), as well as
a new dependency on end host transport protocols (e.g., MPTCP)
to support mobility. We modify only the UE and core network to
achieve this, which importantly allows reuse of unmodified commercially available cellular base station equipment. In total, our
8 CellBricks’s

BL

BL

Figure 7: Latency breakdown by module in the Magma baseline (BL)
and CellBricks (CB) during an attachment request.

baseband processor (e.g., PDCP counters for bytes sent/received
and RLC metrics for packet loss [2]), (ii) today’s baseband processor
already implements encryption. Moreover, these operations are
only performed once every reporting cycle, which we anticipate
will be on the order of many seconds or even minutes.

5

AGW + Brokerd Proc.
eNB Proc.
UE Proc.
Other

160

implementations and evaluation results can be found in [23].
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EVALUATION

We evaluate CellBricks using a combination of two approaches: (i)
benchmarks of our prototype testbed (§5), and (ii) emulation over
existing cellular and wide-area networks. The former is limited in
scale but validates end-to-end correctness and demonstrates compatibility with existing radios, user devices, and base stations. The
latter allows us to answer what-if questions regarding application
performance under real-world conditions with real applications.
CellBricks raises two main performance questions: (i) how much
overhead does our attachment protocol (that includes three parties)
introduce compared to the existing cellular protocol (that includes
two parties)? and (ii) does CellBricks’s host-based approach to
mobility impact application performance relative to today’s innetwork approach? We evaluate these questions in what follows.

6.1

Prototype Performance

Methodology: We measure the end-to-end latency due to our attachment protocol, measured from when the UE issues an attachment request to when attachment completes. Note that we do not
take into account the potential cell selection time, as the target
cell information is usually known prior to attachments. From the
E2E latency, we first remove the time spent in the RRC (radio)
and lower layers since this value depends largely on the choice
of radio hardware and protocol implementation and these components remain unmodified in CellBricks. Moreover, because we use
software-based implementations of the RRC and and lower layers,
the latency through the radio stack is higher than it would be in
a typical hardware-based RRC (≈ 130𝑚𝑠) which could mask other
system overheads that we introduce. To understand where the remaining time is spent, we instrumented the relevant components
of our prototype – Access Gateway (AGW), SubscriberDB, Brokerd,
eNodeB and UE – to measure the processing delay at each.
In our experiments, the UE, eNodeB, and AGW are always located
in our local testbed and we run experiments with the subscriber
database (SubscriberDB) and Brokerd either hosted on Amazon
EC2 [16] or our local testbed. Running in the cloud matches current
deployment practice in which certain core network components are
run in the carrier’s datacenter or on public clouds. For each setup,
we repeat the same attachment request using both unmodified
Magma and Magma with our modifications to implement CellBricks.
We repeat each test 100 times and report average performance.
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Results: Fig.7 shows the attachment latency (after removing the
time spent in the RRC and lower layers) for three different placements of the SubscriberDB and Brokerd for both unmodified Magma
(our baseline, denoted BL in the figure) and Magma with our modifications to implement CellBricks (denoted CB). In each case, we
also show the breakdown of latency at each module. The portion
labeled “Other” is simply the leftover latency once we remove the
time spent in each of the above modules from the attachment latency; this leftover time is dominated by the latency between the
AGW and the SubscriberDB/Brokerd.
Looking first at the overall latency, we see that in all cases, the
attachment time with Magma-CellBricks is comparable to Magmaunmodified. In fact, the attachment latency with Magma-CellBricks
is 14.0% smaller than the unmodified Magma when we run the SubscriberDB and Brokerd in the us-west-1 region (31.68𝑚𝑠 vs. 36.85𝑚𝑠)
and 40.8% smaller when in us-east-1 (98.62𝑚𝑠 vs. 166.48𝑚𝑠). This is
because the standard S6A attachment procedure [3] in our baseline
involves two round-trips between the AGW and the SubscriberDB
(the standard involves two requests, an Authentication Information
Request and an Update Location Request (ULR) made to the Subscriber DB) whereas in Magma-CellBricks a bTelco does not send
the second (ULR) request (see §4).
Looking now at the breakdown in latency, we see that in the local
setup, the attachment request processing at the AGW and Brokerd
accounts for about 70% of the total request latency (≈ 20𝑚𝑠), before
and after modifying Magma alike. This confirms that our changes
to Magma such as adding brokerd and crypto operations introduce
negligible performance overhead (≈ 2𝑚𝑠) across the modules. When
the SubscriberDB and Brokered are in the cloud, the total request
latency is dominated by the network latency between the AGW and
cloud as the “Other" bars indicate. Our latencies for us-west-1 are
lower than us-east-1 simply because the former is geographically
closer to our local testbed.
In summary, CellBricks adds little overhead to the attachment
process and – by eliminating one round-trip between the AGW
and cloud – can even improve attachment latencies compared to
existing cellular implementations. However, as mentioned earlier,
CellBricks undergoes attachments more frequently than in current
cellular networks; we evaluate the impact of these more frequent
attachments next.

6.2

knowledge, this is the first comprehensive evaluation of host-driven
mobility in wide-area cellular networks.
Overview. In today’s cellular infrastructure, a UE typically retains
its IP address when it switches towers. Hence, the crux of our
approach is that we will emulate an IP address change each time a
handover occurs. At a high level, our emulation works as follows.
First, we use a real UE (running Linux, MPTCP, and applications)
that connects to a real cellular network (T-Mobile) and we exploit
low-level APIs on the UE’s Qualcomm chipset to detect when a
handover occurs. Whenever a handover is detected, we emulate an
IP address change to the container running our test applications.
This involves invalidating the old address and creating a new one.
We introduce a delay 𝑑 between invalidation and when the new
address is available - 𝑑 is a parameter that we can tune to model the
overhead of authentication/attachment (as measured in the previous
section). This change in IP address will in turn trigger MPTCP to
take appropriate action (e.g., creating a new subflow). Finally, we
use GRE tunneling to carry packets with the emulated IP address
between the client and server. Tunneling is used only for emulating
IP changes in today’s infrastructure, and will not be needed in a real
CellBricks deployment. Throughout the above process, we run an
application and measure its performance. We leave the evaluation
of CellBricks on iOS/Andoird apps, on protocols other than MPTCP,
and on soft (make-before-break) handovers to future work.
Methodology. We now describe this emulation process.
(i) Equipment. Our UE consists of a ZTE MF820B LTE USB Modem
(with Qualcomm chipset) [107] and a laptop (Ubuntu 18.04 with
4.19 MPTCP-enabled kernel) that runs application client code. The
modem uses an unlimited prepaid SIM card and connects to the
laptop via a USB port. We run the server side of the applications on
Amazon EC2 (region: us-west-1 with c5.xlarge instances). We
use two UEs and two EC2 server VMs for each run: one UE-VM
pair runs MPTCP while the other runs regular TCP. The TCP pair
is our baseline that represents current infrastructure (see iv), while
the MPTCP pair is subject to our emulation of CellBricks.
(ii) Detecting handover. Qualcomm chipsets expose a diagnostics
interface via which we read baseband messages, e.g., using the
tool QCSuper [78]. We pass the RRC messages to Wireshark’s inmemory capture to extract handover events. On detecting the start
of a handover, we emulate an UE IP change as described below.
(iii) Emulating IP change. We first note that we only emulate IP
changes as below for the UE-VM pair running MPTCP; our baseline UE-VM pair run unmodified TCP and we do not change their
IP address across handovers. Applications run inside docker containers on the UE and VM. To emulate IP changes, on detecting a
handover at the UE, a proxy program invokes ifconfig to set the
container’s (virtual) network interface to 0.0.0.0 – this emulates
address invalidation when switching bTelcos (§4.2). The proxy then
waits for a time 𝑑 before re-assigning the interface a new IP address.
The interval 𝑑 represents the overhead of attachments in CellBricks.
Unless noted otherwise, we set 𝑑 = 31.68𝑚𝑠, based on our prototype
benchmarks in §6.1 (us-west-1 test).
Interestingly, our early experiments revealed that the mainline
MPTCP implementation limits how fast the MPTCP stack can react
to an IP address change. It does so by introducing a wait period between when it first detects an address change and when it takes any
corrective action (e.g., starting a new subflow). This wait period is

Emulation over the Internet

With CellBricks’s host-driven approach to mobility, switching towers can involve re-authenticating and initiating new transport-layer
“subflows,” each of which could impact end-to-end performance.
This impact depends on multiple factors such as the frequency of
handovers, packet loss, etc. To capture these in a realistic manner,
we emulate CellBricks over the T-Mobile network in our urban
region. This allows us to capture real-world conditions such as
the density of tower deployment, devices on the move, real-time
background traffic, handover patterns, and application behavior.
Prior work has shown that MPTCP performs well in the face of soft
handovers between Wi-Fi and cellular providers [25, 32, 33, 70, 80].
In this paper, we instead evaluate MPTCP when migrating across
cellular access providers (bTelcos) and do so under the extreme scenario in which each provider operates only a single tower. To our
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iPerf: Avg.
Video: Avg.
Web: Avg.
VoIP: MOS
Throughput
Quality Level Load Time
Unit
second
millisecond
mbps
1-5/excellent
level (0-5)
second
Route / Time of Run
D
N
D
N
D
N
D
N
D
N
D
N
MNO
1.25
17.27 4.38
4.38
1.96
4.91
4.78
1.81
Suburb
73.50 65.60 45.95 46.71
CellBricks
1.20
16.85 4.35
4.33
1.98
4.91
4.96
1.76
MNO
1.14
16.54 4.30
4.33
2.03
4.94
5.12
1.89
Downtown
68.16 50.60 49.60 48.53
CellBricks
1.11
15.41 4.25
4.32
1.97
4.94
5.22
1.89
MNO
1.10
11.38 4.34
4.34
1.95
4.89
5.05
1.86
Highway
44.72 25.50 49.48 48.38
CellBricks
1.11
12.42 4.27
4.30
1.97
4.90
5.18
1.80
Overall Perf. Slowdown
2.06% 3.06% 1.15% 0.92% 0.51% -0.20% 2.60% -1.61%
Table 1: Comparisons of application performance in CellBricks vs. today’s cellular networks (MNO).
Application

MTTHO

Ping: p50

hard-coded to 500 ms (see address_worker [93]) which effectively
masks the overhead 𝑑 that CellBricks introduces. This wait period
is an optimization to avoid flapping and can be adjusted. For our
default test setup, we choose to retain this 500 ms wait period so as
to reflect the performance one can expect with MPTCP as deployed
today and hence our default results represent the pessimistic case
for CellBricks. Later, we modify MPTCP to remove this default
value and repeat key tests to show the effect of varying 𝑑.
Finally, to carry packets between our MPTCP-based UE and VM,
we set up a software switch (OVS [73]) on each side of the UE and
VM. The client-side OVS switch tunnels the packet to the OVS
switch at the server, which strips off the packet’s outer header such
that the server sees packets with the UE’s new IP address. For parity,
we run the same OVS setup in our baseline TCP scenario but in
this case, OVS simply pass packets through without any tunneling.
(iv) Applications and their metrics We run four classes of applications: standard network benchmarks (ping, iperf [56]), voice calls
(pjsua [75]), video streaming (HLS [68, 97]), and web browsing (page
downloading). Since VoIP does not use TCP (and hence MPTCP), we
need a different approach to handle IP address changes in CellBricks.
For this, we modify the pjsua client to use SIP’s re-invite mechanism where a host sends a SIP re-Invite message to its peer upon IP
changes allowing both endpoints to set up new RTP sessions [85],
Table 1 lists the performance metrics we track for each application. To measure the quality of voice calls, we used an industry
standard quantitative call quality metric, the Mean Opinion Score
(MOS), which can be numerically derived from the packet loss, latency, and jitter measured during the call [82]. The MOS varies from
1 to 5.0 where a score of 2 indicates poor quality and 4 indicates
good quality. For video streaming, we measure the average quality
level of the video playout, a key metric that is used to estimate the
quality of experience for HLS/DASH-based video streaming [63].
Each quality level maps to a pre-defined video quality (e.g., bitrate
settings) and the higher the level the better the video quality but
also the greater the network bandwidth consumption. Our HLS
server streams 6 different quality levels (0-5) varying from 144p to
720p, transcoded using ffmpeg [39] from the same video file. We
play the video stream with the hls.js [97] player at the UE and add
instrumentation to collect metrics.
(v) Mobility trajectory. We pick three representative routes in the
downtown, suburban, and highway areas of our geographic region.
We repeatedly drive along each route with two UEs, each independently running the same application. We run tests during the day

and the midnight-to-dawn period because, as we discovered during our drives, T-Mobile enforces different rate limiting policies at
different times; see Appendix A for measurements of this behavior.
Main results: Table 1 summarizes our key results. We show the
performance for each of our four applications, separated by whether
the tests were run in the day (D) vs. night (N). We compare the
performance of CellBricks to our baseline which is the current MNO
architecture running TCP, for each route (suburb, highway, etc.)
and in summary (the last two rows). The 2nd and 3rd column report
some basic statistics for calibration: the mean-time-to-handover
(MTTHO) measures the average time between handovers and the
ping results measure the network latency from our UE to our server
VM in EC2 (us-west). As expected, we see lower MTTHO when
driving faster (e.g., at night vs. day).
Overall, our main finding is that CellBricks with MPTCP achieves
performance comparable to the TCP baseline for all four applications, with a slowdown of at most 3.06% (last row). Surprisingly, we
even observe cases where CellBricks outperforms the MNO baseline, e.g., web downloads at night are 1.61% faster with CellBricks
(we explore why shortly).
In secondary observations, we see that: (i) video streaming is
least sensitive to the choice of handover schemes due to its use
of segment buffering that helps tolerate throughput fluctuations
during handovers, (ii) most applications perform better at night
when T-Mobile relaxes its rate limiting, allowing applications to
achieve higher throughput (an average of 15.46 Mbps at night compared to 1.16 Mbps during the day). VoIP is less bandwidth intensive
(requiring ≈ 30 kbps) and hence is less sensitive to this effect.
Understanding CellBricks’s performance. We dig deeper to
understand CellBricks’s competitive performance.
One factor is simply the frequency of handovers – even in our
worst-case (driving along the highway at night), we observe a
handover only every 25.5 seconds and hence any overheads of reattachment are averaged out. (Recall from earlier in this section, that
MPTCP by default introduces a wait time of 500ms before initiating
a new subflow.) However, as we’ll show shortly, even when we
zoom into the periods around handovers, CellBricks performs well.
We find that the reason for this has to do with the dynamics of
slow-start. On a handover, CellBricks initiates a new MPTCP subflow, which enters slow-start and quickly catches up with its TCP
counterpart in the MNO baseline (recall that the TCP connection
undergoes no change during handovers beyond reacting to any loss
that might occur). In fact, for short periods, the MPTCP subflow
achieves higher throughput than the TCP flow. E.g., Fig.8 zooms in
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RELATED WORK AND CONCLUSION

Various efforts seek to improve implementations of the existing
cellular architecture; e.g., via disaggregation [44], improved modularity [17, 77, 90], or leveraging software [58, 106]. We instead
propose a new architecture that redesigns and reorganizes functions across different players so as to improve competition amongst
providers and reduce architectural complexity. We see these goals
as complementary.
CellBricks shares similarities to network infrastructure sharing
approaches like MORAN [51] and open-access networks [28] which
enable MNOs to operate on the same RAN infrastructure. These
require trust and tight coupling between the shared RAN and the
MNOs that use it, incurring high transaction costs and limiting
scale. CellBricks alieviates these constraints by supporting lightweight, many-to-many relationships between bTelcos and brokers.
In the Wi-Fi domain, there are proposals like eduroam [100] and
OpenRoaming [99] that allow users to receive access from Wi-Fi
hotspots operated by a diverse range of organizations. Compared
with these proposals, CellBricks allows untrusted access providers
with its secure authentication and billing protocols, and supports
seamless mobility across bTelcos with its host-driven design.
CellBricks shares many high level goals with the personal router
project [27]: e.g., enabling an open, competitive market in which
small access providers can offer services. However, the personal
router project relies on Mobile IP [72] for mobility and implicitly assumes that access providers are trusted, both of which are different
from CellBricks, as mentioned above.
Finally, there is a long history [41] of researchers and industry proposing novel architectures aimed at simplifying the deployment of mobile networks, including truly micro-scale networks [46, 54, 81, 86], particularly in rural areas. E.g., Magma [38]
and CCM [53] do so via an orchestrator service that acts as an
intermediary in establishing trust relationships with both bTelcos
and larger providers. More generally, these efforts aim to enable
small-scale networks where MNOs provide no service, while ours
is to potentially enable the replacement of these MNOs by bTelcos.
We believe the time is right to explore new cellular designs such
as CellBricks since we are seeing a proliferation of low-cost software defined radio base stations (which makes it easier to explore
new designs) at the same time 5G has brought a pressing need for
denser deployments (which makes finding new and efficient designs important). CellBricks can be incrementally deployed, initially
complementing existing networks just as current cellular networks
do generational upgrades. Moreover, all of the changes required by
CellBricks are quite feasible: no change to the radio/RAN, straightforward changes to the software functions in the cellular core, minor
changes to UE firmware, and only configuration changes (to enable
MPTCP) to the network software stack on clients and servers. An
incremental deployment of these relatively minor changes would
enable a transformation in how cellular service is delivered.

9

Figure 9: Impact of varying attachment latency on the iperf throughput. We report the relative performance using the TCP results from
the same run as the baseline.

on the iPerf throughput at 1-second intervals for a 50s period in
four of our traces. A handover event occurs at around second 23 and
we see that MPTCP’s performance drops close to zero (reflecting
MPTCP’s 500ms wait period) but then quickly ramps back up and
temporarily even overshoots the TCP flow (we see this in the “spike”
that appears in the few seconds right after the handover). We were
also able to reproduce this phenomenon in controlled experiments.
Factor analysis: varying attachment latency. Next, we evaluate
the impact of attachment latency on the performance of CellBricks.
For this, we reconfigure MPTCP to remove the 500ms default wait
period and rerun the iperf experiments for different attachment
latencies: 𝑑=32, 64, 128 ms. (Recall from our prototype benchmarks
that we expect attachment latencies in the 30-80ms range depending on the location of our broker.) We measure performance at night
so that performance is less constrained by T-Mobile’s rate limits.
Fig.9 shows our results. The Y-axis shows the average throughput
that CellBricks achieves normalized by that of our baseline’s TCP
throughput. To show the performance impact at different timescales,
we measure normalized throughput in the 𝑛 seconds after a handover and plot performance for different 𝑛 on the X-axis. I.e., a data
point corresponding to 2s on the X-axis shows the average throughput MPTCP achieved in the 2s window after handover, normalized
by the average throughput that TCP did in the same period.
As expected, we see that performance degrades with higher attachment latencies. e.g.,, at second 2, CellBricks with an attachment
latency of 32ms has 7.7% higher performance than with an attachment latency of 64 ms. We also see that removing the 500ms wait
time in MPTCP improves our performance and, although MPTCP
and TCP eventually converge to equal throughput, CellBricks now
routinely outperforms our MNO baseline during handovers! In general we find that, without MPTCP’s 500ms wait time, CellBricks
achieves 10%-30% higher throughput than TCP in the first few
seconds after handovers due to the impact of slow-start.
In summary, CellBricks’s approach to mobility does not degrade
application performance.
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T-MOBILE: NIGHT VS. DAY
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Figure 10: Comparison of iperf throughput over time in the day and
midnight (the downtown route) mobility experiment.

Fig.10 depicts the iperf throughput measured during the day and
the night traversing the same downtown route. The performance
exhibit clear bi-modal pattern – the average throughput in the night
(14.95 mbps) is 14.5x higher than what measured in the day (1.03
mbps) with the peaks differ even more dramatically (52.5 mbps vs.
1.75 mbps). We also notice that the throughput has higher variance
in the night, with a standard deviation of 8.94, compared to 0.32
in the day. As we repeat the same experiments, we found that the
throughput enters the high-mode consistently at around 12:30am.
We conjecture this is due to the different rate limiting policies the
MNO (T-Mobile) enforces during these two time windows, where
the MNO “switches off” the aggressive rate limiting used in the day
around midnight.
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